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A classic view
of Machu Picchu.

Whether you’re looking to hike the
trail less traveled, get up close with
wildlife on safari, or coast through
a new country by bike, your Virtuoso
travel advisor can make it happen.
Working with Virtuoso’s community
of adventure-travel partners, including
cruise lines, tour operators, and hotels,
they offer expert planning, tailored VIP
experiences, and exclusive amenities,
combined with a commitment to
supporting local ecosystems and
cultures. The best part: You can head
out with confidence, knowing they
always have your back. Turn the page
to discover this year’s hot destinations,
top trips, and more. The world awaits.
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SPECIALTIES
Each listing in this directory includes three key specialties to help you identify experiences that suit your preferences and abilities. Use these keys to
find activities that interest you, then contact your Virtuoso travel advisor to
learn more.
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Hot Spots

Tap into childlike wonder
at the Grand Canyon.
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WHERE TO
VENTURE
NEXT

ANDREYKRAV/GETTY IMAGES

OUR TOP NINE
DESTINATIONS FOR
THE ADVENTURE
TRAVELER WITHIN.

Pack your bags for Europe’s Green Capital, the
“Australian Galápagos,” and Puerto Rico 2.0. They
all made the cut for our adventure wanderlust
bucket lists. We tapped Virtuoso’s in-the-know
travel advisors to get their advice on travel hot
spots, big calendar happenings, and where
your visit can lend a helping hand. They came
back with an inspiring mix of cultural centers, rarely
touristed lands, and a few surprises (the “anti-Dubai,”
anyone?), plus some familiar places to see in fresh
ways. Here’s to happy trails!
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Hot Spots

1
THE
GRAND
CANYON
President Theodore Roosevelt, upon
declaring the Grand Canyon a U.S.
national monument in 1908, implored
his fellow citizens to “do nothing
to mar its grandeur, sublimity and
loveliness.” Fortunately, they heeded
his advice, officially granting national
park protection to the 2-billionyear-old gorge on February 26, 1919.
Virtuoso travel advisor Caroline
Wood of Bozeman, Montana, calls
the UNESCO-designated site “one of
the most beautiful, magical places on
the planet,” and with Native American
Heritage Days, centennial celebrations,
and other special events on tap
throughout this year, it’s highly
recommended that travelers plan
in advance. WHAT YOU’LL LOVE:
Wood says there’s so much to
explore around this 277-mile-long
expanse that “most people barely
scratch the surface.” To truly delve
into the destination, she suggests
a multiday rafting trip, which lets
travelers “leave the world behind
and easily access waterfalls and
the turquoise waters of the Little
Colorado River and Havasu Creek.”

2
PUERTO
RICO
GET BACK ON
ISLAND TIME.

The sign says it all: Residents
of the town of Humacao have
replaced their once infamous
“SOS” message, which went viral
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after 2017’s Hurricane Maria, with
a hopeful “Bienvenidos!” As the
U.S. territory continues to welcome
visitors back, tourism is proving a
vital force in spurring its recovery,
says Stephen Adair, a Dallasbased Virtuoso advisor. Adair,
who spent his teens living in the
Cayman Islands, calls Puerto Rico
one of his favorite vacation spots
and encourages travelers to visit
soon because, quite simply, “they
need our support.” Inexpensive
airfares to the capital of San Juan,
more cruise-ship calls than ever,
and refurbishments at hotels such
as Dorado Beach, a Ritz-Carlton
Reserve add even more impetus to
go in 2019. WHAT YOU’LL LOVE:

(PUERTO RICO) JEROEN P/GETTY IMAGES, (MATERA) LUEJAYPHOTO/GETTY IMAGES

THE NATIONAL
PARK HITS THE
CENTURY MARK.

3
MATERA

ITALY’S
“SUBTERRANEAN
CITY” IS ON THE RISE.

Old San Juan quickly got its groove
back, and Adair notes that its
cobblestoned streets and leafy
plazas are as lively as ever – and
(bonus) slightly less crowded. The
Santurce Farmers’ Market turns
the Condado neighborhood into a
giant block party on the weekends.
Beyond-the-capital pursuits range
from treks in El Yunque – the only
tropical rain forest in the U.S. – to
a paddle through Vieques Island’s
bioluminescent Mosquito Bay. STAR
POWER: Astronomy geeks will want
to visit Arecibo Observatory, home
to the world’s second-largest singledish radio telescope, which takes
up 20 acres; the refurbished visitor
center offers VIP tours.

In southern Italy’s Basilicata region,
one of the world’s oldest continuously inhabited cities is about
to become the newest European
Capital of Culture. Calgary,
Canada-based Virtuoso advisor
Andrew De Angelis, who grew up
in Italy, says that “although many
artisans have left the larger cities,
in Matera those traditions are still
alive. It’s the genuine Italy travelers
crave.” Look for tiny botteghe
(“workshops”) displaying ceramics
and colorfully painted cucù, animalshaped whistles made of the local
terra-cotta. WHAT YOU’LL LOVE:
UNESCO calls Matera’s sassi “the
most outstanding, intact example
of a troglodyte settlement in the
Mediterranean.” In these ancient
neighborhoods set in the oldest
part of the city, more than a
thousand houses, churches, shops,
and botteghe are built into natural
limestone caves around the Murgia
plateau, first occupied in the
Paleolithic era. De Angelis loves
walking Matera’s narrow streets at
night, when the city’s cave dwellings
take on an ethereal quality.
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Hot Spots

5
SOUTH
AUSTRALIA

LESS-EXPLORED LANDS DOWN UNDER YIELD
HEARTY REDS AND HOPPING WILDLIFE.

LIMA

A GREGARIOUS
HOST FOR THE PAN
AMERICAN GAMES.
A former pass-through for travelers
on their way to Cuzco and Machu
Picchu, Lima is “a city transformed,”
says Virtuoso advisor Natasha
Rhodes, from Calgary. Peru’s capital
is set to host athletes from 41 nations
for the 2019 Pan Am Games in
July and August; with concurrent
Fiestas Patrias (national holiday
celebrations) also slated this summer,
advanced planning, Rhodes says, is
essential. WHAT YOU’LL LOVE: Lima
has become the epicenter of South
America’s food scene, boasting
bustling markets and a number of the
world’s top tables, including Central
and Maido (numbers 6 and 7 on
2018’s World’s 50 Best Restaurants
list). A stroll along its malecón offers
lush parks, Pacific views, and great
people-watching. Just off the coast
lie the Palomino Islands, where you
can swim with sea lions and snap
selfies with Humboldt penguins and
Peruvian boobies.
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as soon as possible. WHAT YOU’LL
LOVE: For McLaughlin, the Barossa
Valley is a no-brainer: “Within an
hour-and-a-half drive, you’ll hit 200
wineries.” One of the coolest is
d’Arenberg Cube, a cellar-cum-wine
school, restaurant, and interactive
museum in McLaren Vale modeled
after a Rubik’s Cube. Visitors find
namesake roos and Remarkable
Rocks on Kangaroo Island, while
bushwalks reveal stunning gorges
and sacred Aboriginal artwork in
Ikara-Flinders Ranges National Park.
IN THE MARKET: McLaughlin loves
browsing the Barossa Farmers’
Market for its artisan products and
cultural immersion: “This is a true
community market, so you really feel
like a local.”

(LIMA) ROBERT CHG/GETTY IMAGES, (SOUTH AUSTRALIA)
ROBYNBRODY/GETTY IMAGES, (OSLO) BAIAZ/GETTY IMAGES
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Oenophiles are catching on to
Adelaide, the newest member of
the elite Great Wine Capitals of the
World network. The cosmopolitan
city is a gateway to 18 different
wine regions, which produce some
80 percent of Australia’s premium
wines. Yet for all its cellar doors and
stellar cuisine, this is not Sydney
or Melbourne. “Adelaide is a much
smaller and more intimate city
than its ‘big sisters,’ ” says Janet
McLaughlin. The Virtuoso advisor,
who hails from Cincinnati, Ohio, also
recommends South Australia for
active adventurers and wildlife lovers,
comparing biodiverse Kangaroo
Island to the Galápagos. With
tourism on an upward trajectory,
however, she emphasizes visiting

6
OSLO

NORWAY’S CAPITAL
PROVES THAT BEING
GREEN IS GOLDEN.
Oslo is a role model for how cities
can exist in harmony with their
environment. More than 20 percent
of the metropolis is dedicated
to parks and green spaces, for
example, and Virtuoso advisor
Leighton Schembri of Sydney,
Australia, is particularly impressed
by its public transportation system:
“The city bikes make it so easy to
get around,” he says. Schembri
visited during a recent cruise and
found the thousand-year-old city,
chosen as 2019’s European Green
Capital, to be “so alive, the streets all
lined with flowers.” WHAT YOU’LL
LOVE: An Oslo Pass (around $50)
offers 24 hours of unlimited public
transport, including ferries to the
Oslofjord islands, each of which has
its own character. Flash it for free
admission to the Viking Ship and
Munch museums, plus many more.
Slottsparken, which surrounds the
Royal Palace, makes for a romantic
stroll or picnic by a duck-filled pond.
You’ll also find a lively vibe around
Grünerløkka, Oslo’s hipster hood,
known for its street art. HIGH NOTE:
Walk up the Oslo Opera House’s
angled, pedestrian-friendly roof to
admire its views of Oslofjord and the
surrounding forests.
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Hot Spots

7
OMAN

TRADITIONAL
ADVENTURES IN
A SULTANATE
BY THE SEA.
Though it’s just a two-hour drive
from the glitz of the United Arab
Emirates’ largest city, this Persian
Gulf country has been dubbed “the
anti-Dubai” by the Washington
Post. “Oman’s raw beauty is a ‘wow’
experience in itself,” says Kate Corey,
a Virtuoso advisor from Chicago.
“You trade Dubai’s skyscrapers for
breathtaking mountains and serene,
emerald-green waters. Instead of
Bentleys and Ferraris, you pause
for camel crossings.” The former
frankincense powerhouse takes
pride in its past with a clear eye
toward the future, including a model
universal health-care system. WHAT
YOU’LL LOVE: In the country’s
capital of Muscat, Muttrah Souq and
the Sultan Qaboos Grand Mosque,
which can accommodate 20,000
worshippers, are must-dos. Hike to
traditional villages in Wadi Tiwi, or
scale 9,872-foot Jebel Shams for
a peek into Wadi Ghul, the “Grand
Canyon of Arabia.” Oman’s centuriesold forts and castles include the
UNESCO-designated Bahla Fort; in
the south, Salalah offers access to
two additional World Heritage sites:
the ancient city of Al-Baleed and the
nearby Land of Frankincense, with
its fragrant trees and the remains of a
caravan oasis. ADDED PERK: Omani
coffee, or qahwa, is more than just
a strong, aromatic brew made with
cardamom and served with dates.
The drink is central to a culture
of hospitality, where visitors are
frequently invited into local homes.
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9
LAOS

EXPERIENCE THE
BEAUTY OF THIS
RARELY VISITED
BUDDHIST NATION.

8
EGYPT
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A BLAST FROM
THE PAST.
“Egypt is back,” says Long Beach,
California-based Virtuoso advisor
John Oberacker, referring to the
country’s resurgence after regional
safety concerns kept many travelers
from visiting in recent years. Adding to
the excitement: the September 2018
discovery of a 2,000-year-old sphinx
at Kom Ombo near Aswan, where, just
two months earlier, two sandstone
reliefs of King Ptolemy V were
unearthed. Following his own visit,
Oberacker counsels that the lower
fares and thinner crowds currently
found in Egypt won’t last, as travel
continues to rebound: “The long lines
will return.” WHAT YOU’LL LOVE: The
4,300-year-old Tomb of Mehu near
Giza opened to the public for the first
time last fall, revealing some of Egypt’s
finest wall paintings. Oberacker also
highly recommends a hot-air balloon
flight over the Valley of the Kings. “It’s
a moving experience,” he says.

Southeast Asia’s only landlocked
country hasn’t received as much
attention as its more famous
neighbors – and that’s a good thing.
Laos’ relative isolation has kept it
unspoiled and inexpensive, says
Phoenix-based Virtuoso advisor
Gena Stoll, who adds that its people
“are some of the kindest and most
welcoming I’ve ever come across.”
Make plans to visit soon, she stresses,
as they’ll be greeting quite a few
more visitors in the near future,
with some estimates predicting an
increase of more than 50 percent by
2020. WHAT YOU’LL LOVE: Some of
Stoll’s favorite memories are touring
Luang Prabang’s morning market,
bicycling along the Mekong River, and
visiting a rice farm. Additional draws
include the hill-tribe villages of Luang
Namtha, rare Irrawaddy dolphins in
the Si Phan Don archipelago, and the
Khmer ruins of Wat Phu, forebear of
Angkor Wat. – Susan Hanson
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Exclusive Journeys to Unspoiled Lands
• Join an A&K African Safari or Luxury Expedition Cruise and
experience a world where nature reigns supreme
• Pioneer of the modern African safari with signature blend of
luxury, authenticity, and adventure
• Services by some of Africa’s finest safari guides
• Exclusively chartered expedition voyages, backed by 28 years
of polar cruising experience
• Immersive shore excursions led by an award-winning team
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE $100 credit to the A&K travel store per

booking made by December 31, 2020.
TRAVEL WITH MEANING Abercrombie & Kent Philanthropy works
with partner communities on education, health care, conservation,
and enterprise development, with over 40 projects across all seven
continents. Guests have the opportunity to visit these projects and
support further development.

Live the Dream
• Extraordinary handcrafted, luxury safaris: Tailor-made itineraries
across the African continent
• Immersive cultural encounters: Chat with fishermen on Madagascar,
walk across Makgadikgadi’s lunar landscape with Kalahari Bushmen,
or enjoy a 14-course meal with live drumming in Cape Town
• Help build desks for Tanzanian schoolchildren or join Maasai Mara
women on a water walk
• Five-star service on every step of the journey
• Over 40 years of experience
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE Up to $200-value city sightseeing tour credit

per couple on select tours.
TRAVEL WITH MEANING In partnership with the TreadRight Foundation,
African Travel is committed to helping ensure that the environment
and communities visited remain vibrant for generations to come.

Taking Adventure Travel to New Heights
• Global specialist in preplanned and tailor-made mountain vacations
across the United States, Canada, Europe, South America, and Asia
• Wide range of itineraries for first-class skiing, snowboarding, and
other adventures, including rafting, hiking, and mountain biking
• Insider knowledge of the best mountain properties, from a variety of
hotels and condominiums to multimillion-dollar ski homes and chalets
• A Virtuoso ski tour operator since 2001
• A few popular programs: Alps Winter Getaways; Multigeneration
Retreats; South Africa Wine and Safari
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE Amenities vary by destination.
TRAVEL WITH MEANING Every Alpine Adventures vacation is an
investment in the world’s children, with support going to Special
Olympics, CARES Foundation, Boys & Girls Club, Park City Legacy
Fund, and other fine organizations.
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Explore the Edges of the Planet with the
Leaders in Luxury Expedition Cruising
Pioneering polar voyages since 1991, our all-inclusive Luxury Expedition Cruises
take you to you the world’s most extraordinary reaches in total comfort and style.
Venture to Antarctica, and the Arctic, including Iceland and Greenland, on the
most advanced expedition yachts at sea — always exclusively charted to feature
every imaginable luxury, including all-balcony accommodations — and join
A&K’s award-winning team for the ultimate polar adventure.

To learn more, contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.

Sustainable Travel

A FAMILY AFFAIR
Virtuoso sustainability ambassador Jessica Hall Upchurch, affectionately
known as “Mother Earth with a lasso,” shares how purpose-driven travel
can make the world a better place.

Kid
Logic

The Upchurch family
at Vermejo Ranch with
Rutherford Seydel and
Laura Turner Seydel.

TIPS FOR
MEANINGFUL
TRAVEL
FROM THE
YOUNGEST
UPCHURCHES.

Upchurch: We quickly realized how positive
we felt about taking a vacation connected
to a greater purpose. Sustainable
travel has enhanced each of us
individually and as a family – the
experiences are deeper and
more meaningful. Our two
boys were particularly inspired
to learn about different ways
they can help protect the
planet. They’ve told us that
they like going to places that are
committed to sustainability more
than those that are not.
Is sustainable travel the new normal for the
Upchurch clan? JHU: Unequivocally, yes! It’s

phenomenally fulfilling and delightfully fun –
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in fact, traveling with this mind-set feels like
we’re weaving a web of connectedness with
people across the planet who love to travel,
care about nature, and want to give back in
positive ways.
What do you hope your kids take away from
these experiences? JHU: How we humans
all live on one planet, breathing the
same air, desiring the same basic
needs, and wanting love for our
families. And how they can
undoubtedly do their part,
with joy and ease, to make
the world a better place.
Is sustainable travel here
to stay?

JHU: Absolutely! This is
increasingly evident, as we read
and hear about it almost daily in the
travel media. There’s immense good to be
done – how fortunate we all are to be a
part of it.

“Try going on a
service-based trip,
request a behind-thescenes sustainability
tour, and when you
arrive at your destination, ask how you can
help.” – Clay

(SEYCHELLES) PJPHOTO69/GETTY IMAGES,
(FINLAND) WMASTER890/GETTY IMAGES

O

ver the past two years, your
family has embarked on a series
of holidays with companies
committed to sustainability. Has
this changed your view on travel? Jessica Hall

“Make it a goal to see
some new places, be
sure you spend time
outdoors, swim in the
ocean, walk in the forest. Nature can talk to
you.” – Benji

Pursue Your Own Happiness in Bhutan
• Five distinctive lodges in the Himalaya Kingdom of Bhutan
• Tailored explorations: Personalized with local guides who share
unparalleled knowledge and connections
• Curated experiences: Dine with monks at a twelfth-century temple,
hike to the Tiger’s Nest monastery, or trek to an isolated peak
• Indulge in a series of healing spa therapies
• Eight-night Meaning of Life Retreats held May to September
• English-speaking guide and driver, entrance fees, and permits
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE 60-minute hot-stone bath for two (only at

Paro Lodge), once per stay; breakfast for two daily; early check-in
and late checkout, if available; complimentary Wi-Fi.
TRAVEL WITH MEANING Four of Amankora’s lodges have their own
organic gardens. Culinary ingredients and menus are influenced by
the climate of each valley; for example, yak meat is a staple of highaltitude Himalayan cuisine.

Inspirational Encounters with Gentle Giants
• Escape to this hilltop retreat set along the Ruak River, where
Thailand, Laos, and Myanmar converge
• Trek through the jungle with rescued elephants and take part
in their playful bathing ritual
• Discover fire therapy and other traditions in the spa pavilion
• Master the art of Thai cuisine in the Spice Spoons Cooking School
• Join farmers in the resort’s rice fields to learn cultivation techniques
• Visit nearby hill tribes and sail the Mekong
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE Room upgrade to Deluxe Suite at time of

booking, if available; $100-value resort credit per stay; welcome
amenities; breakfast for two daily; early check-in and late checkout,
if available; complimentary Wi-Fi.
TRAVEL WITH MEANING Do good while having the time of your life,
knowing that your stay helps to support more than 25 rescued
elephants. Also, most food items are sourced within a 20-mile radius.

Spectacular Journeys, Lovingly Crafted
• Conquer the world’s highest mountain peaks and toast the
sunrise from Mount Kilimanjaro to the Andes
• Enjoy life-changing experiences when visiting the vast plains
of the Serengeti or the sacred Machu Picchu
• Participate in conservation experiences that focus on safeguarding
wildlife such as white lions, elephants, and tigers
• Follow in the footsteps of famous adventurers – explore the
life of David Livingston or view flora and fauna through the
eyes of Charles Darwin
• Experiences come to life when narrated by andBeyond’s
extraordinary guides and naturalists
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE Welcome pack (valued at $120).
TRAVEL WITH MEANING andBeyond’s commitment to sustainable
responsible travel, conservation, and community empowerment has
been globally recognized with multiple awards over the years.
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Legendary Ultraluxe Cruising
• Unparalleled cruise experiences on the world’s greatest rivers:
Aria Amazon explores Peru’s Amazon, while Aqua Mekong sails
the Mekong between Cambodia and Vietnam
• Modernly elegant ships with exclusive 1:1 crew-to-guest ratio
• Gourmet cuisine and five-star hotel accommodations
• Excursions limited to no more than ten guests per guide
• Guests go deeper into each destination by bicycle and kayak
• Limited-edition 2019 departures hosted by founder Francesco Galli
Zugaro and chefs Pedro Miguel Schiaffino and David Thompson
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE One massage per person.
TRAVEL WITH MEANING Local communities are supported through
job creation, as well as social and education programs. Wildlife
conservation efforts include the protection of Taricaya turtles and
rehabilitation of rescued Amazon manatees.

Curated and Enriching Experiences
• Pampered small groups, assuring highly personalized and aboveand-beyond service
• Top honors from Travel + Leisure, Condé Nast Traveler, and others
for more than 25 years
• Expert local guides – renowned for their insider knowledge,
leadership, and the ability to anticipate your every need
• Unmatched access to national parks and the world’s natural
wonders makes for signature “wow” moments
• 100 percent money-back guarantee
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE Adventure travel gear.
TRAVEL WITH MEANING Austin Adventures supports local
communities around the world to build sustainable tourism
economies. It also supports nonprofits like Wheels of Change,
which sends thousands of bikes and transportable bicycle repair
shops to communities around the world.

SPECIALTIES
Each listing in this directory includes three key specialties to help you identify experiences that suit your
preferences and abilities. Use these keys to find activities that interest you, then contact your Virtuoso travel
advisor to learn more.

Cruise Expedition

Ranch/Lodge/Tent

Summer/Water Sports

Cultural Education

Safari

Voluntourism/Sustainability

Hard Physical Activity

Soft Physical Activity

Wildlife & Nature Exploration

Local Immersion Experiences
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Winter/Snow Sports

AUSTIN ADVENTURES

YOUR NEXT
ADVENTURE
ADVENTURES OF A LIFETIME START HERE

Austin Adventures is a best in class, family-owned
and operated boutique international adventure travel
outfitter. Our carefully curated and ultra-personalized
itineraries allow guests to experience the land, the
people, and the culture in the most immersive,
energizing, and inspiring way possible. With decades
of experience and unmatched access to National
Parks, our knowledge, credibility, and insider access
offer an experience that is, simply put, unparalleled.
Adult Only | Family | Hiking | Multisport |
Culture & History | Safari & Wildlife

Explorations to the End of the World
• Expedition cruise company born on Patagonia’s waterways
• Small ships carrying a maximum of 210 passengers
• Only cruise line that can venture through the narrow fjords of
Tierra del Fuego and whose passengers get to disembark at
fabled Cape Horn
• Four- to eight-night all-inclusive programs with daily
shore excursions
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE Stateroom upgrade upon arrival, if available;

bottle of sparkling wine in stateroom.
TRAVEL WITH MEANING Conservation of the nature and culture of the
places traveled is at the heart of all Australis voyages. Excursions are
guided by expedition leaders who have been trained in these areas,
as education is the best tool for the protection and conservation of
the environment.

Adventure the Backroads Way
• Choose your next adventure from nearly 300 itineraries in over
60 countries – biking, multi-adventure, or walking and hiking
• Go your own pace with multiple mileage options and van support
• Travel in the company of the world’s best trip leaders, who are
intelligent, engaging, enthusiastic, and willing to go the extra mile
• Make new discoveries with your children on a family adventure
geared for kids, teens, or travelers in their 20s
• Cruise actively on an ocean or river cruise, combining biking or
walking with a luxury small-ship voyage
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE Backroads day pack for each guest.
TRAVEL WITH MEANING Traveling on two feet or two wheels is the
ultimate minimal-impact approach to travel. Backroads reduces that
impact even further by providing bicycles to rural communities and
many other initiatives.

Uncover Your True Sense of Adventure
• Sustainable, life-affirming journeys based on individual passions
and personal travel DNA
• Adventures that take travelers outside their comfort zone
• Ash boarding in Nicaragua, tracking wild rhinos on foot in
northern Kenya, and investigating street graffiti in Colombia
• Kid-focused activities such as a peanut-butter-making workshop
in Guatemala and camping in a treehouse in Kenya
• Travel for the most curious, from rappelling Table Mountain to
glamping in the Salar de Uyuni to hiking to Gocta Waterfall
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE Adoption of a rescued elephant orphan for

one year at the Sheldrick Elephant Orphanage in Nairobi.
TRAVEL WITH MEANING Big Five has been recognized for its
sustainable efforts with the Condé Nast Traveler’s World Savers
Award and has twice received Virtuoso’s Sustainable Tourism
Leadership Award.
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The Art of Leisurely Travel
• Inspiring, unforgettable journeys: Active adventures with
unparalleled cultural immersion around the globe
• Every trip is designed by Butterfield & Robinson’s world-class
trip designers
• Activities for every fitness level: Electric-assist bikes and support
vans are always available
• Unrivaled service: From the first phone call to the final photo op
• Only the finest equipment (including custom-designed bikes),
exceptional lodging, incomparable insider access, and stellar
food and wine
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE Welcome gift in room before trip, based on

region (valued at $50).
TRAVEL WITH MEANING The nonprofit B&R Fund provides financial
support for innovative projects that protect the world’s cultural
heritage and promote the health of vibrant living cultures.

Custom Vacations in Canada’s Wilderness
• Impressive portfolio of Canadian adventure, cultural, wildlife, and
nature experiences that are authentic, educational, and transformative
• Dream trips, including a grizzly bear viewing, a train ride through
the Rockies, and visits to historic Atlantic villages
• Expert travel designers who are knowledgeable and eager to
share their insights
• Personalized itineraries, including independent travel packages
and private guided touring
• Complete range of summer and winter experiences
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE $50 credit toward additional activities;

available on travel before July 31, 2019.
TRAVEL WITH MEANING Travelers can feel good knowing that all
suppliers – including wilderness lodges, resorts, and wildlife tour
providers – are carefully selected for their established, proactive
conservation and sustainable tourism practices.

Navigating Nature in Modern Luxury
• Truly all-inclusive Galápagos vacations: Menus crafted by a
Michelin-starred chef; beverages, including wine and spirits;
shore excursions; and gratuities
• Choice of expedition vessel: The brand-new all-suite luxury
Celebrity FloraSM, the very first vessel of its size made exclusively
for the Galápagos, and the upgraded iconic Celebrity Xpedition®
• Most comprehensive portfolio of itineraries and packages
• Expertly curated experiences created in partnership with marine
scientist and author Dr. Ellen Prager
• Environmental stewardship: Ecuador’s secretary of tourism holds
up Celebrity as the standard of excellence for reducing cruising’s
carbon footprint
TRAVEL WITH MEANING Since 2006, Celebrity and its guests have
contributed more than $1.5 million to the Galápagos Fund to help
preserve the region’s rare and species-rich marine, wildlife, and
plant ecosystems.
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Slow Down
to See the World
Handcrafting small group and private luxury travel experiences since 1966.
Photo: Morocco Active Expedition, 7 nights. Connect with your Virtuoso travel advisor for rates.

In Focus
OUT OF AFRICA
Lake Manyara,
Tanzania
Tony Zhao
“On safari early one
morning, these zebras
were drinking from
the lake. Suddenly,
they started to run as
the sun rose, and the
reflection across the
water was beautiful.”

BIG SHOTS

Travel advisors showcase inspiring moments
around the world in these award-winning images from
Virtuoso’s annual competition.
98 PERCENT
Volcanoes National
Park, Rwanda
Michael Distler
“Gorillas share approximately 98 percent of
our DNA, and there’s
a soulful connection in
their eyes. Following
a several-hour trek to
the Sabyinyo group of
mountain gorillas,
I took this photo on
the border of a
bamboo forest.”

Continued on page 30
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Custom Luxury for Curious Travelers
• World’s longest-running travel company: A legacy in luxury travel
established over more than 250 years
• Off-the-beaten-path destinations, from Chad’s Planet Earth-worthy
Ennedi Mountains to China’s Tianchi Lake, the “Lake of Heaven”
• In the heart of the action, such as trekking Mount Kilimanjaro or
running in the Nairobi Marathon
• Insider access: Close relationships allow Cox & Kings to go where
others can’t
• Personalized attention: Listening to your individual travel dreams
and aspirations is the key
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE Duffle bag on itineraries seven nights

and longer.
TRAVEL WITH MEANING Cox & Kings has teamed up with Tourism
Cares in providing some $2 million to help destinations in need and
grow the next generation of sustainable tourism talent.

Discover South America in Luxury
• 40 miles from Cuzco, eco-lodge explora Valle Sagrado is perfect
for exploring Machu Picchu and Peru’s Sacred Valley
• explora Atacama is set in a desert landscape of mountains, sand
dunes, and unique otherworldly terrain
• Located in the heart of Torres del Paine National Park, explora
Patagonia is ideal for exploring the Chilean wilderness
• Easter Island is home to explora Rapa Nui, an unobtrusive hotel
built almost entirely from local wood and volcanic rock
• 150 guided explorations include hiking, horseback riding, and snorkeling
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE $100-value hotel store credit per stay; room

upgrade upon arrival, if available; breakfast for two daily; early
check-in and late checkout, if available; complimentary Wi-Fi.
TRAVEL WITH MEANING The founders of explora have worked to
establish their Sustainability & Conservancy Program that believes in
“leave no trace” and focuses on conservation within local communities.

Where Your Canadian Adventure Begins
• Year-round adventures at Canada’s most luxurious mountain
resorts – from top ski runs to Rockies canoe trips
• Fairmont Jasper Park Lodge: With 700 secluded acres deep
inside Jasper National Park
• Fairmont Banff Springs: Canada’s historic Castle in the Rockies
• Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise: An elegant base camp perched
along the lake’s edge
• Fairmont Chateau Whistler: Modern alpine luxury nestled at the
base of Blackcomb Mountain in world-famous Whistler resort
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE Room upgrade upon arrival, if available;

breakfast for two daily; early check-in and late checkout, if
available; complimentary Wi-Fi; additional amenities vary by hotel.
TRAVEL WITH MEANING Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise was the
first hotel in Canada to receive five Green Keys from the Hotel
Association of Canada’s Green Keys eco-rating program.
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Iconic Luxury in Magical Locales
• Exclusive safari adventures at three iconic properties
• Fairmont Mount Kenya Safari Club: Historic hotel nestled in the
foothills within the Mount Kenya Wildlife Conservancy
• Fairmont The Norfolk: Secluded gem in the heart of Nairobi
and base for exploring nearby wildlife conservancies
• Fairmont Mara Safari Club: Luxury tented camp set along the
hippo-filled Mara River
• One-on-one interactions with endangered species
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE Room upgrade upon arrival, if available;

breakfast for two daily; early check-in and late checkout, if available;
complimentary Wi-Fi; additional amenities vary by hotel.
TRAVEL WITH MEANING Fairmont supports local community projects
and two esteemed endangered wildlife rehabilitation programs: the
mountain bongo project in the Mount Kenya Wildlife Conservancy,
and the only southern white rhino conservancy in Maasai Mara.

Discover a World of Good
• Tours for every kind of traveler, from an awe-inspiring selection
of affordable small-group tours, safaris, and expeditions
• The most popular travel style, National Geographic Journeys
include greater hands-on exploration and insider access
• Coming May 2019: National Geographic Family Journeys designed
for adventure-loving families looking to discover the world together
• Check out wellness tours created to recharge the body and
nourish the mind
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE $25 discount off pre- and post-tour

accommodations; available through December 15, 2019.
TRAVEL WITH MEANING Small-group adventures with a big impact.
More than 90 percent of restaurants and hotels on G Adventures
tours are owned by local residents. Since 1990, G Adventures has
integrated over 50 self-sustaining community initiatives into over
180 of its itineraries through the nonprofit Planeterra.

Colorado’s Adventure Resort
• Located on Colorado’s Western Slope in Unaweep Canyon, one
of the most unusual red rock canyons in the world
• Guided helicopter, Jeep, and UTV tours, plus mountain biking,
hiking, archery, horseback riding, and more
• Top honors from Travel + Leisure, Conde Nast Traveler, and
many others
• Local experts in wildlife, geology, and regional history
• Five restaurants and bars, three swimming pools, and a restorative spa
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE $100 adventure credit per day; room upgrade

upon arrival, if available; breakfast for two daily; early check-in and
late checkout, if available; complimentary Wi-Fi.
TRAVEL WITH MEANING You’ll find eco-conscious efforts around
every corner of the resort, from geothermal heating and cooling to
the pools’ nonchemical saline purification system to organic produce
sourced from nearby family farms.
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IMAGINE A NEW WAY TO
EXPERIENCE THE WORLD

Discover an exclusive collection of unique tours, offering
incredible encounters, hands-on exploration, and the
freedom to roam – all within the structure and security
of traveling in a small group.
Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor
for more information.

Expertly Designed with Special Access
• Custom private travel in Morocco, Spain, Portugal, Greece, Israel,
Jordan, Turkey, Egypt, and sub-Saharan Africa
• Out-of-the-box creativity: No two trips are the same
• Authentic experiences: Share mint tea in a local home in the
High Atlas Mountains; go off-roading across the Golan Heights;
hang out with lemurs in the remotest part of Madagascar
• Unparalleled connections and unique insider access
• Knowledgeable country managers and 24/7 support
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE One-way arrival transfer in a luxury vehicle.
TRAVEL WITH MEANING Tourism can be a force for good, one person
at a time. That belief guides Heritage Tours’ efforts, in partnership
with The Bodhi Tree Foundation, to support not-for-profit projects
in the destinations it travels to – from educating underserved girls
in rural Morocco to helping a wildlife rescue and animal rehab
center in South Africa.

Golfing and Cave Diving in the DR
• Chic oceanfront digs in Playa Dorada, a 250-acre playground on
the Dominican Republic’s northern coast
• Beautifully manicured garden setting with private beach
• Rejuvenating spa, rooftop pool, and four Jacuzzis
• Elegant Lucia restaurant, serving Mediterranean cuisine with
Caribbean flair and overlooking a mangrove forest
• Exclusive privileges at the adjacent Robert Trent Jones Sr.-designed
Playa Dorada Golf Course
• Rain-forest treks, horseback rides, and more in El Choco National Park
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE $100-value spa services credit per stay;

room upgrade upon arrival, if available; breakfast for two daily;
early check-in and late checkout, if available; complimentary Wi-Fi.
TRAVEL WITH MEANING The hotel is dedicated to maintaining its
pristine environs with ongoing cleanup efforts along Playa Dorada’s
13-mile stretch of beach.

Connect with Your Inner Explorer
• More choices sailing to polar destinations, including Antarctica,
Alaska, Arctic Canada and Northwest Passage, Greenland,
Iceland, Norway, and Svalbard
• Leader in polar cruises, with 125 years sailing in polar waters
• Unrivaled expedition teams share their expertise, ensuring you
have an authentic experience
• More options to interact with wildlife and nature
• Hurtigruten will sail the world’s first hybrid electric-powered
cruise ships to minimize impact on polar waters
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE Up to NOK 600 onboard credit, valid for

departures through March 2021.
TRAVEL WITH MEANING Hurtigruten contributes to polar research;
conducts cleanup missions; serves locally produced, sustainable food;
and avoids overtourism. The Hurtigruten Foundation raises awareness
and funds to preserve polar destinations for future generations.
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THE WORLD’S
FIRST HYBRID
ELECTRIC-POWERED
CRUISE SHIPS
IN ANTARCTICA
Top 7 Reasons to
Book a Hurtigruten
Expedition Cruise
to Antarctica

4. MORE OPTIONS TO EXPLORE

1. LEADER IN POLAR CRUISES

5. ANTARCTICA AND BEYOND

With 125 years of know-how sailing in
polar waters, our captains and crew
have deep knowledge of navigating
the waters of Antarctica and beyond.

2. EXCELLENT EXPEDITION TEAM

Our highly-experienced and inspiring
expedition teams share their expertise
of the region’s landscapes and wildlife,
ensuring an authentic and immersive
Antarctica experience.

3. YOUR BASE CAMP AT SEA

Our purpose-built expedition vessels
are specifically designed to navigate
in polar waters and will serve as a
comfortable base camp at sea for your
adventure to Antarctica.

From kayaking by icebergs or
night camping under the Antarctic
sky to photographing astounding
concentrations of wildlife, we offer
more ways to connect with your
inner explorer.

Hurtigruten offers unique itineraries
to Antarctica, along with options
to combine your expedition with
explorations of South Georgia, the
Falkland Islands, Patagonia, and the
Chilean fjords.

6. COMMITMENT TO ANTARCTICA

Hurtigruten is an industry leader in
sustainability with a deep commitment
to preserving the waters of Antarctica
and its marine life.

7. EXCEPTIONAL VALUE

Hurtigruten’s unrivaled Antarctica
expeditions are an outstanding
value that provide an abundance
of memorable and life-affirming
experiences.

ANTARCTICA | ALASKA | ARCTIC CANADA & NORTHWEST PASSAGE
GREENLAND | ICELAND | NORWAY | SVALBARD

A NEW ERA OF POLAR
EXPLORATION IS HERE
Launching in spring 2019,
MS Roald Amundsen will
be the world’s first hybrid
electric–powered cruise
ship followed by MS Fridtjof
Nansen in summer 2020.

BOOK TODAY!
Contact your Virtuoso
Travel Advisor

Active Adventures in the Icelandic Wilderness
• Tailor-made programs that range from active family adventures
to culinary journeys and luxury northern lights escapes
• Family-run, local company with more than ten years of experience
• Creative travel designers with insider knowledge and impeccable
attention to detail
• Handpicked expert guides offer authentic, safe, and
transformative experiences
• Travel that takes you off the beaten path to hidden gems like
the Fjallabak wilderness and tiny Flatey Island
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE Welcome package.
TRAVEL WITH MEANING Guides strive to minimize the ecological
footprint on Iceland’s unspoiled and particularly sensitive natural
environment. Iceland Encounter also actively supports local
suppliers and vendors to help strengthen communities.

Discover Your True Nature
• Almost 40 years of immersive, award-winning experiences in
Earth’s wildest regions
• Signature experiences in more than 20 countries, from soughtafter Amazon River cruises to adventures in Iceland, Latin
America, and beyond
• Bond with locals during village visits, meet respected elders and
shamans, and stay flexible for spontaneous detours
• Exhilarating and absorbing activities, including hiking, kayaking,
and snorkeling, plus more options for active enthusiasts
• Hand-selected, highly trained expedition leaders and naturalists
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE $50 gear credit per person.
TRAVEL WITH MEANING International Expeditions contributes to
conservation and community projects by providing school supplies
for children in Peru, raising awareness for conservation of the
Galápagos Islands, providing clean water in the Amazon, and more.

Inspiring, In-Depth Adventures
• Wildlife encounters: Trek through the jungles of Borneo in search
of orangutans, pygmy elephants, and sun bears
• Cultural immersion: Go behind the scenes of Egypt’s new
museum; visit mountainside villages and learn about traditions
in Romania; explore Cartagena with an architectural expert
• Physical activity: Hike the Dolomites of Italy; travel the path of
Spanish conquistadors; climb Mount Tavurvur for otherworldly
views in Papua New Guinea
• Unique accommodations, from remote lodges to urban hotels
• Award-winning attention to detail at an unmatched value
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE Amenities vary by location (valued up to $200).
TRAVEL WITH MEANING Kensington promotes positive development
and social change in Africa and beyond through its foundation,
Kensington Cares. It also supports several wildlife sanctuaries and
partners with the deep-sea research organization Nekton.
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S PA I N:
W H E R E PA S S I O N
WA S B O R N

The emotion of flamenco, the Moorish allure of Alhambra, and the
uncompromising grandeur of Gaudí’s Sagrada Familia; Spain isn’t a country you
visit – it’s a sensation you feel. Experience it today on a custom,
privately guided trip with Kensington Tours.

SPAIN SIGNATURE | 12 days

CONTACT YOUR PREFERRED VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR

Pampered Adventures, Exclusive Experiences
• Pampered adventures in South America, the Falkland Islands,
and Antarctica
• More than 50 years of destination knowledge and experience
• Destination experts: Constantly renewing expertise and
expanding distinctive offerings
• Custom-designed tours tailored to fit your individual travel style
• Partake in a Pachamanca culinary experience in the Sacred Valley;
go fly-fishing at a working estancia in Argentina; visit stately
king penguins in the Falkland Islands
• Hands-on care and individual attention
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE Lightweight packable day pack per person.
TRAVEL WITH MEANING Guests can engage with local communities in
meaningful ways, while tour profits go to support a variety of local
initiatives throughout South America.

Discover Your Adventurous Spirit in Peru
• LimaTours has been creating unique experiences since 1956
• Enjoy your adventure in Peru with high-quality standards,
personalized service, and the best-trained staff
• Hike the Inca Trail to reach Machu Picchu; marvel at the colors
of Vinicunca; contemplate the majestic Salkantay peak; discover
the secrets that hide around Cuzco
• Innovative products: Four-wheel-drive off-road trails and the
Qhapaq Ñan road network on a seven-day trek through remote routes
• Dedicated to preserving the cultural and natural heritage of Peru
by offering experience with attention to detail
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE Welcome package and SIM card per person.
TRAVEL WITH MEANING The LimaTours Foundation ensures the
sustainability of Ollantaytambo as a “Living Inca Town” destination
with the Wallata Plan, and works with the Huilloc community to
assist in their development and pursuit of better quality of life.

Get Closer to the Rare and Wild
• Lindblad Expeditions-National Geographic provides
transformative travel experiences to the world’s greatest wonders
• Exclusive photography program: Lindblad-National Geographic
certified photo instructors join every expedition
• Expedition heritage: Founder Lars-Eric Lindblad is regarded as
the father of ecotourism
• Vessels scaled to go where larger cruise ships can’t and equipped
with tools to foster engagement
• Renowned expedition teams with a reputation as the most
knowledgeable and engaging staff
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE One video chronicle per booking.
TRAVEL WITH MEANING Together with Lindblad guests, the Lindblad
Expeditions-National Geographic Fund has granted more than $11
million to facilitate conservation, research, education, storytelling,
and technology projects in the places explored.
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In Focus
CHURCH UNDER
THE MILKY WAY
Lake Tekapo,
New Zealand
Bo Liang
“I took this photo
at midnight, after
waiting two hours for
the clouds to disappear. The splendid
scene of the Milky
Way appeared just
like this.”

COLD MORNING
Lofoten
Islands, Norway
Christy Campbell

THE ONLY WAY TO
SEE THE MALDIVES
Maldives
Chinmoy Lad
“The major attraction
of the Maldives is
the marine life
below the surface,
but the second most
popular is seeing
these tiny islands from
the air. Most only get
a glimpse of this view
during a seaplane ride,
but when you have
a drone, anything
is possible ...”
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DAYS GONE BY
Havana, Cuba
Nancy Kimbrough
“We were lucky
enough to meet and
photograph two lovely
prima ballerinas from
the Cuban National
Ballet. We spent an
incredible morning
in a beautiful, preCastro house and
got to know these
talented ladies.”

ON THE INSIDE
LOOKING OUT
Milwaukee Art
Museum, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin
Deborah Trevino
“I love the Milwaukee
Art Museum’s architecture and design
by Santiago Calatrava.
When it’s open, the
cantilevered roof
lets in light and lakefront views.”

SUSPENDED IN TIME
Salar de Uyuni, Bolivia
Jacqueline Xerri

SPOOLS OF
SILK THREAD
Inle Lake, Myanmar
David Ourisman
“Any tour of Inle Lake should
include a visit by longboat to
the small villages at its edges.
Each practices its own craft; in
one village, we visited a shop
that specializes in silk thread
weavings. These vibrantly
colored spools caught my eye
and my imagination.”
31

Be Captivated by Los Cabos
• Los Cabos Tourism Board exceeds expectations with welcoming
service, local knowledge, and attention to detail
• Senses, emotions, and flavors come together, offering a
laid-back yet sophisticated experience
• Make your way to an authentic farm-to-table experience,
touring the garden and gathering the ingredients that will be
used for your dinner
• Discover the outback of Los Cabos and enjoy the cuisine of
Baja California Sur, which holds a legacy and has given identity
to the people of the region
• Be immersed in a tailor-made adventure, with historic buildings,
artistic corridors, exquisite cuisine, and vibrant nights, paired
with the great services the Los Cabos Tourism Board offers
TRAVEL WITH MEANING Los Cabos Tourism Board has a wealth of
knowledge about charity events, volunteer opportunities, school
education, and other sustainability programs.

Spirit, Passion, and Vision in South America
• South America’s Leading Tour Operator – 2018 World Travel Awards
• More than six decades of experience creating tailor-made, lifechanging programs in Ecuador, Colombia, and Peru
• Curated, immersive adventures off the beaten path
• Owns three expedition ships and three award-winning hotels
in Ecuador
• Featured tours include Galápagos Family Vacation; Colombia –
Natural Paradise; Exploring the Land of the Incas
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE Round-trip airport transfers; welcome

package; luxury beverage package; VIP lounge access at
Galápagos Airport.
TRAVEL WITH MEANING Highly sustainable tours are further offset
by Metropolitan’s stewardship of the 3,200-acre Mashpi Reserve,
some of the last remaining unspoiled pieces of the Chocó bioregion in
Ecuador. The company also sponsors Galápagos trips for local students.

Insider Access to Africa and India
• Named Travel + Leisure’s World’s Best Safari Outfitter nine times
• Small-group, boutique safaris and tours maximize each
traveler’s experience
• Exclusive access to people, places, and experiences through
personal connections established over 50 years
• “Only Micato” moments, including a sundowner spread in the
Maasai Mara or sipping Champagne on a maharaja’s throne
• Everything is included – all meals, local wine and beer, laundry
service, and every last gratuity
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE $200 gift credit per person to Micato’s online

safari store for apparel and gear.
TRAVEL WITH MEANING By booking a safari with Micato, travelers
enable an African child to go to school through the company’s One
for One Commitment.
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The World’s Most Awarded Safari Outfitter
A safari is unlike any other experience and
Micato Safaris is unlike any other company:
For every safari sold, we send a child to school.

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for details

2018 VIRTUOSO

®

®

Most Engaged
Community Partner

WINNER

Active Trips from the Pioneers in Exploration
• Inspiring adventures that capture the spirit of National Geographic’s
130-year legacy of exploration
• Unique itineraries, ranging from a horse trek in Mongolia to a
sea kayaking expedition in Alaska to a dogsledding adventure
across Swedish Lapland
• Dynamic trip leaders and local guides who bring knowledge and
insight to the experience and, wherever possible, arrange special
access to people and places
• Trips combine cultural connections, spectacular landscapes, and
physical challenges, and travelers can choose the activity level
that suits them, from light to maximum challenge
• Groups of 16 or fewer travelers
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE Local welcome amenity, varies by location.
TRAVEL WITH MEANING A portion of the proceeds goes back to
fund National Geographic Society researchers and explorers.

Nature and Wildlife Adventures Worldwide
• Natural Habitat Adventures: A world leader in responsible
adventure travel and ecotourism since 1985
• Wide range of artfully crafted journeys that explore the planet’s
most spectacular nature destinations while benefiting wild
habitats and local communities
• Top-quality adventures that bring guests into close proximity
with remote natural places and abundant wildlife
• Small-group expeditions led by professional naturalists
• Proud partner of World Wildlife Fund
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE $100 Natural Habitat Adventures Gift Store

credit per couple ($50 for solo travelers).
TRAVEL WITH MEANING Natural Habitat Adventures became the
world’s first 100 percent carbon-neutral travel company in 2007.
Together with its guests, Natural Habitat has donated more than $10
million to World Wildlife Fund’s environmental protection efforts. 

Travel to Lands of Untouched Beauty
• The authority on luxury adventure travel to Mongolia, Bhutan,
Tibet, Nepal, and the Indian Himalaya
• Consistently named to the Condé Nast Traveler Top Specialists
List, Travel + Leisure A List, and Wendy Perrin’s WOW List
• Singular experiences that blend education, entertainment, and
meaningful interaction with locals
• 25 years of experience that translates to an unmatched network
of in-country experts
• Spectacular accommodations, including stays at eco-lodges
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE Amenities vary by location.
TRAVEL WITH MEANING To help preserve unique cultures and
traditions, Nomadic Expeditions partners with local nomadic
communities and sponsors events such as the Thousand Camel
Festival and Bulgan Sum Naadam Festival.
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Encounter the World’s
Most Iconic Wild Animals
in their Natural Habitat
and help protect them

For over 15 years, Natural Habitat Adventures and WWF have partnered to take
travelers around the planet for extraordinary wildlife encounters. Our exclusive
brand of conservation travel provides a frontline view on species and places
that directly benefit from our shared commitment to their well-being. Naturally,
our travelers are integral to that mission.
To become our conservation partner and experience the most incredible nature
adventures on Earth, call your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.
Since 2003, Natural Habitat Adventures has provided more than $4 million to World Wildlife Fund and will continue to give 1 percent of gross sales plus $125,000 annually through 2023 in support of WWF’s mission.

Gear & Gadgets

READY TO ROAM
From game drives to beach days, all-day hikes
to countryside road trips, here are eight items
to pack for an active vacation.

1

Need to pack light?
Patagonia’s wrinkle-resistant
Capilene Daily Long-Sleeved
T-Shirt can be worn multiple
times without washing, thanks to an
odor-controlling Polygiene base.
It’s available for men and women.
$39, patagonia.com.

3

2

4

Arc’teryx’s lightweight Konseal FL
hiking shoes (available for men and
women) are stylish enough to go
from the trail to the street. An extra-grippy
outsole means there’s no need to worry
about slipping on wet surfaces. $155,
arcteryx.com.
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(TEXT) BROOKE PORTER KATZ

Peak Design’s Travel Backpack 45L
may look sleek and simple, but it’s
packed with functionality, including
internal and external pockets and the
ability to expand to up to 45 liters. $300,
peakdesign.com.

Reduce waste and save space with
a HydraPak Stash 1L collapsible
water bottle that twists down to
a quarter of its size. Measurements on
the side mean you can track how much
water you’re drinking. $25, hydrapak.com.

High-Tech

5

Say goodbye to bulky camera
cases and opt for this Matador
Camera Base Layer, a light, padded, and waterproof shell that fits on
most DSLR models. The best part? It can
be removed in less than a second. $60,
matadorup.com.

If you’re out in the wilderness or traipsing around a
city with no time to search
for an outlet, the lightweight
Anker PowerCore 10000 battery pack will come in handy.
It’s compatible with iPhones
and Samsung Galaxy phones.
$32, amazon.com.

6

On kayaking trips and
other H20 adventures,
keep your phone dry and
tucked safely into this Aquapac
Plus Size Waterproof Phone Case.
It can withstand extreme temperatures and up to 30 feet of submersion.
$35, aquapacusa.com.

7

For that adventurer who wants
all of his gear with him at once,
the SCOTTeVEST Jacket does the
trick. You’d never guess by looking at this
nylon-cotton-blend piece that it has 25
pockets, including ones for sunglasses,
notepads, earbuds, and even an iPad. The
sleeves zip off for warm-weather pursuits. $175, scottevest.com.

8

These thick Action Wipes are great
for a quick refresh during a hot
day of touring or exploring. They’re
made with all-natural ingredients, including organic tea tree and eucalyptus oils.
$21 for 30, actionwipes.com.

TAKE YOUR TRIP
TO THE NEXT LEVEL
WITH THESE USEFUL
TRAVEL TOOLS.

Budding birders and safari goers will love these
Carson VP842 Binoculars,
which magnify objects to
eight times their size. Pro tip:
If you’re traveling with family,
think about buying two pairs
to maximize viewing time.
$128, amazon.com.

For after-dark exploration,
the Petzl Tikka Headlamp
is easy to use, with a single
button and just two settings:
5 and 100 lumens. It’s one of
those pieces of adventure gear
you’ll use more than you think.
$26, amazon.com.
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Land of a Thousand Rhythms
• Diversity not only in music but also in landscapes – as the second
most biodiverse country, Colombia is a paradise for nature and
adventure travelers
• Colombia is bursting with life: Discover the more than 1,900
species of birds as well as butterflies and orchids
• Travel the unbeaten path on a bicycle or motorcycle, and
discover pristine places
• Enjoy distinct adventures in many landscapes: Two coasts, rivers,
lagoons, mountains, jungles, deserts, and savannas
• Your adventure will be enhanced by Colombia’s diverse music,
the warmth of its people, and the fresh flavors of the cuisine
TRAVEL WITH MEANING Colombia has been a role model for the
United Nations’ 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.

Remarkable Moments in Peru
• Discover Peru’s greatest riches: well-being and harmony with
nature, and a reverence for the land and all its creatures
• Explore local culture and heritage along different treks in the Andes
• Watch the sunrise from the shores of Lake Titicaca
• Hike the snowcapped peaks of the Andes
• Experience the Amazon rain forest – home to the most incredible
nature and wildlife on the planet
TRAVEL WITH MEANING Tourism is a driver of conservation efforts in
Peru, which protects more than 3 million acres. Many local partners
give back by developing local schools and environmental projects.

The Leader in Polar Adventures
• Lead provider of polar adventure travel for over 25 years,
specializing in expeditions to remote Antarctica and the Arctic
• Interactive onboard program led by an unparalleled team of
expedition specialists, photographers, naturalists, and guides
• Diverse fleet of purpose-built, small expedition vessels offering
comfortable accommodations and a smooth sailing experience
• Land-based adventures at Arctic Watch Wilderness Lodge in Canada
• Parkas are provided as a gift; complimentary boots available on loan
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE $250 Polar Boutique credit per person, valid

on exclusive polar gear, spa services, or adventure options.
TRAVEL WITH MEANING Quark Expeditions is recognized for its
unwavering commitment to safety and sustainability, including
its membership in the International Association of Antarctica Tour
Operators (IAATO) and the Association of Arctic Expedition Cruise
Operators (AECO).
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And now for something completely different.

2018
World's Leading
Leading Polar
Polar
Expedition Operator
Operator

Quark Expeditions, the leader in Polar Adventures, has navigated Antarctica
and the Arctic for nearly three decades. In addition to offering the widest
range of off-ship experiences in the polar regions, we also bring the most
number of polar experts and expedition specialists on every itinerary.
Coming in 2019, we are introducing our new purpose-built polar vessel:
the 176 passenger World Explorer, offering guests six tiers of balcony-suite
accommodation, a glass-domed observation lounge, polar library, lecture
theater, outdoor running track, spa and boutique. How’s that for a completely
different travel experience! The polar regions are now within your reach.

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor today.
> All Virtuoso guests receive $250 per person Polar Boutique amenity.

WORLD EXPLORER All-Suite | All-Balcony

Experience the Very Finest of Asia
• World’s foremost bespoke tour operator focused exclusively on Asia
• Seamless multicountry itineraries, including signature Aman
Private Jet Expeditions
• Intrepid adventures, from hiking the foothills of Nepal to
spelunking in Son Doong, the world’s biggest cave
• Helicopter breakfast at Mount Everest; trek to the remote
Myanmar village of Aye; take part in the Prolong Life
ceremony at Wat Chiang Man
• Attention to detail, creativity, and personalized 24/7 service
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE $100-value resort credit at the first Virtuoso

preferred hotel on your itinerary.
TRAVEL WITH MEANING Remote Lands invites guests to visit
nongovernmental organizations it supports, including the Phuket
Elephant Sanctuary and HALO Trust, which clears land mines
from Cambodia.

Beyond the Norm in Our National Parks
• Bespoke adventures across U.S. national parks
• Guides worth bragging about: Handpicked and personally matched
• Go off the beaten path by water, air, four-wheel-drive vehicle,
horseback, and foot
• Privileged access to museum collections, archaeological sites,
and more
• Insider connections with local experts in wildlife, Native American
culture, and local art, photography, and history
• Best-in-class accommodations
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE Local welcome amenity, varies by location.
TRAVEL WITH MEANING In its dedication to preserving America’s
sacred landscapes, Revealed America focuses on educating and
encouraging travelers to become stewards of these natural places
now and for future generations.

Custom Travel to Central America and Cuba
• Unique, fully customized journeys throughout Cuba, Costa Rica,
Belize, and Guatemala, finely crafted for all levels of adventure
• Expertly trained staff and well-established partnerships
• Superior, personalized attention with a new concierge service
• Tours to consider: Costa Rica – Classic Volcano and Beach
Combo; Essential Cuba – Havana, Viñales, Varadero; Belize’s
Cayo District; Guatemala – Antigua, Pacaya Volcano,
Lake Atitlan, Tikal
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE Customized amenity, varies by location.
TRAVEL WITH MEANING Completely tailor-made journeys include
unique interactions with local communities, allowing travelers
to experience and give back to the people who make these
destinations so special.
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Authentic Luxury, Captivating Views
• Iconic location overlooking the Zambezi River and Victoria Falls:
See and hear one of the seven natural wonders of the world
• Spot zebras, giraffes, and monkeys from your private balcony
• Experience a short boat transfer to the daring Devil’s Pool: Swim
right on the falls’ edge
• Only hotel in the region to offer a water taxi arrival along the
Zambezi River
• Wildlife safaris, white-water rafting, and dinner on board an old
steam locomotive
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE Zambezi River water taxi for two upon arrival;

room upgrade upon arrival, if available; breakfast for two daily; early
check-in and late checkout, if available; complimentary Wi-Fi.
TRAVEL WITH MEANING The hotel empowers women through
inspirational sustainability projects with far-reaching benefits, and
supports local farmers who supply fresh produce to the hotel.

Explore the Natural World as Never Before
• Intimately revealing the most remote regions – Antarctica,
Australia’s Kimberley, Greenland, and the Galápagos, to name a few
• Moments that amaze: Spotting pygmy hippos in Borneo; sharing
a melanggan feast in Melanesia
• Professionals of the highest caliber handpicked for their expertise
in a wide range of fields
• Superlative Silversea style: All-ocean-view, spacious suites with
butler service; gourmet cuisine; always-open bars
• Inspired inclusions: Shore excursions; Zodiac explorations; a wide
selection of wine and spirits; even a stylish parka in polar regions
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE Up to $300 shipboard credit per person.
TRAVEL WITH MEANING Thanks to an exclusive partnership with the
Royal Geographical Society, guests are privy to a wide range of
scientific and historical content, including maps, explorer journals,
photographs, and iconic artifacts.

Truly Authentic African Experiences
• Pioneer of low-impact, high-value tourism in Africa
• Luxury lodges and camps offering exclusive access to pristine
wilderness in diverse regions across four African countries
• Unparalleled wildlife sightings on daily game drives
• Guided walking safaris that allow you to connect with the bush
surroundings, learn about indigenous plants, and track animals on foot
• Sustainably sourced cuisine and an extensive wine cellar
• Signature spa therapies using eco-safe ingredients
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE $100-value resort credit; room upgrade upon

arrival, if available; breakfast for two daily; early check-in and late
checkout, if available; complimentary Wi-Fi.
TRAVEL WITH MEANING Guests can experience the impact of
Singita’s sustainability efforts firsthand while meeting anti-poaching
teams, visiting nearby communities, and discovering diverse
ecosystems that now thrive after years of ecological focus.
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Free the Adventurous Spirit Within
• Whether you crave a safari in the untouched wild, a pristine
sun-soaked beach, or a bustling city with vibrant culture –
in South Africa you can have it all
• Feel the ground tremble as a herd of giant elephants crosses
in front of your safari vehicle
• Climb Table Mountain for a stunning view of Cape Town
• Paraglide over beach-fringed Hermanus or bungee jump from
the spectacular Bloukrans Bridge
• Hold on tight for a white-water ride down the Orange River
• Get up close and personal with a great white shark for the
ultimate thrill
TRAVEL WITH MEANING Witness many of South Africa’s wonders
while making a real difference. You can help with building projects
in a local township, share your expertise teaching schoolchildren,
or work on a wildlife conservation project focusing on dolphins
or sharks.

Creating Captivating Unique Journeys
• Designs personalized experiences for discerning travelers
• Selection of accommodations combined with luxury small-group
and private tours
• Surfing lessons at Sydney’s iconic Bondi Beach; meandering
through stunning rain forest with your local indigenous Kuku
Yalanji guide; snorkeling or diving on the Great Barrier Reef
• Privately owned and operated, with more than 25 years of experience
• Knowledgeable team that epitomizes the essence of adventure
travel planning
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE Upgraded welcome amenity with maps and

visitors’ guides.
TRAVEL WITH MEANING Every vacation contributes toward the
Wildlife Health Centre at Healesville Sanctuary, an animal hospital
located in the Yarra Valley region that annually treats over 1,500
sick, injured, or orphaned native animals.

Extraordinary Journeys and Discoveries
• Personalized travel across Australia, New Zealand, the South
Pacific, Asia, India, and Africa
• Family owned and operated: Family values remain at the core of
every aspect throughout the planning process
• Team of passionate specialists who have lived, worked, and
studied in the countries where they create travel experiences
• A variety of customized trips, from private, small-group tours to
pre- or post-cruise vacations
• Selects partners based on superior service and sustainability efforts
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE Swain Destinations day pack per person.
TRAVEL WITH MEANING Swain Destinations has directly funded
numerous conservation projects, from planting thousands of
eucalyptus trees for Australia’s Koala Clancy Foundation to
sponsoring Manji, a rehabilitated rhino in South Africa.
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For over 30 years, Swain Destinations has been creating
personalized adventures to the world's most unique destinations.
Whatever your interests and style may be, our travel experts
ensure you not only visit a destination, but truly experience it.
Read about our Travel Team’s favorite adventures below!

Swimming with Whale Sharks,
Western Australia

Gorilla Trekking, Rwanda

Nevis Catapult, New Zealand

Swimming with whale sharks
was a bucket list experience
of mine and without a doubt
exceeded my expectations.
It’s humbling to be next
to these giants as they
nonchalantly cruise through
the water.

Only a few feet away in
every direction did we find
ourselves surrounded by a
Gorilla troop. Awe-struck and
breathless, I slowly lifted my
camera trying to capture as
many photos as I could while
they peacefully went along
with their day.

Hovering hundreds of feet
in the air, I counted down
before flying into the heart
of the Nevis Valley in Central
Otago. The heart-pounding
catapult left me suspended
and swinging as I took in the
incredible views from a oncein-a-lifetime vantage point.

—Darren L., Travel Consultant

—Ian S., Vice President

—Simona D., Product Specialist

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor and start planning today.

Wildlife and Culture
Immersion, Kenya
Kenya stories can go on and
on. From sitting at breakfast
as the sun comes up over
the Serengeti to a jeep safari
through the Serengeti seeing
elephant herds, lions resting in
the grass and giraffes ambling
through the trees.
—Cory P., Relationship Manager

Nature Wants You Back
• Take advantage of Switzerland’s outdoor activities, such as hiking
and biking in the Swiss Alps – including the Via Alpina for multiday hikes and 40,000 miles of well-marked trails for day hiking
• Swiss cities: Boutique towns offer a variety of cultural and dining
options in an easily accessible area
• Swiss hospitality and world-class wellness at five-star hotels
in the mountains and in cities
• Direct connections from North America to Zurich and Geneva
• Experience four distinct cultures, traditions, languages, and
culinary scenes in one country
• The Swiss Travel Pass provides unlimited travel on trains, buses,
and boats across the entire country
TRAVEL WITH MEANING Rail travel is one of the most environmentally
friendly ways to travel. It’s also a great way to explore the beauty
of Switzerland, and kids up to the age of 16 travel free with their
parents’ Swiss Travel Pass.

Connecting People with Nature
• Eco-conscious adventure tours on more than 1 million acres of
private New Mexico ranchlands owned by Ted Turner
• Handcrafted experiences tailored to each locale
• Inspired activities from hiking and horseback riding to Armendaris
bat cave tours, petroglyph viewing, and ghost town visits
• Diverse landscapes: Sprawling grasslands, dramatic
mountainscapes, and semidesert terrain
• Refined ranch accommodations: Sierra Grande Lodge & Spa,
Vermejo Park Ranch, and Turner’s private residence on Ladder Ranch
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE $100 hotel credit; room upgrade upon

arrival, if available; breakfast for two daily; early check-in and late
checkout, if available; complimentary Wi-Fi.
TRAVEL WITH MEANING Ted Turner is a pioneer in sustainability.
Guests can join a resident biologist for visits to a number of ongoing
endangered species projects around the properties.

SPECIALTIES
Each listing in this directory includes three key specialties to help you identify experiences that suit your
preferences and abilities. Use these keys to find activities that interest you, then contact your Virtuoso travel
advisor to learn more.

Cruise Expedition

Ranch/Lodge/Tent

Summer/Water Sports

Cultural Education

Safari

Voluntourism/Sustainability

Hard Physical Activity

Soft Physical Activity

Wildlife & Nature Exploration

Local Immersion Experiences
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Winter/Snow Sports

There’s Nothing Like Australia
• With more than 37,000 miles of pristine beaches, diverse
landscapes, and amazing wildlife, Australia was built for adventure
• Fulfill any passion, be it hiking in the Blue Mountains or
snorkeling along the Great Barrier Reef
• Visit Melbourne to play with a platypus and discover some of
the finest wines and top restaurants in the world
• Gaze at the sunrise over Uluru-Kata Tjuta National Park
• Try glamping along the rugged Kimberley coast or with sea
lions off the Eyre Peninsula
TRAVEL WITH MEANING In Australia, tourism is about high yield
rather than high volume, with a strong focus on sustainability so
that the country’s natural attractions can continue to be enjoyed
by future generations.

100% Pure New Zealand Welcome
• A form of hospitality experienced throughout New Zealand
(manaakitanga) deepens connections for travelers as they are
made to feel welcome, respected, and looked after like family
• Take to the skies, explore the oceans, or hit the open road
to enjoy the pristine beauty firsthand
• Bungee jump at Kawarau Suspension Bridge (where the
sport was born)
• Create your own Jacuzzi on Hot Water Beach
• Don a hard hat for a hike around active White Island volcano
• Explore the Shire, home to Lord of the Rings’ famous hobbits,
in the village of Hobbiton
TRAVEL WITH MEANING The New Zealand Tourism Sustainability
Commitment, launched in 2017, aims to have every tourism
business in the country committed to sustainability by 2025.

Where Mountains Meet the Ocean
• Vancouver is a year-round destination that appeals to
adventurers, art enthusiasts, and culinary travelers alike
• Discover this modern destination’s vibrant energy and
invigorating outdoor experiences
• Dine at some of the world’s best restaurants in this foodie paradise
• Hike one of three local mountains just minutes from downtown,
and bike the Stanley Park seawall’s breathtaking trails
• Strike the perfect balance on a ski vacation with a range of
indoor and outdoor activities
TRAVEL WITH MEANING Vancouver’s Renewable City Plan goal
is to get 100 percent of its energy from renewable sources
before 2050.
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Small Ships, Big Adventure
• Adventure, place, connection: unbeatable activities, up-close
wilderness and wildlife, and uncommon cultural experiences
• Small ships offer unmatched access: Intimate vessels carrying
just 22 to 90 guests head to places bigger boats cannot go
• New adventures every day, including hiking, kayaking, paddleboarding,
snorkeling, and skiff rides
• Zero hidden costs: Excursions, handcrafted cuisine, and a wide
range of beverage options are all included
• Welcome to the family: Crew and shipmates alike quickly build
friendships that last a lifetime
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE $50 shipboard credit per person.
TRAVEL WITH MEANING UnCruise takes its role as a responsible
steward seriously, from purchasing sustainable local foods to
partnering with Monterey Bay Aquarium’s Seafood Watch program
to providing guests with reusable water bottles.

The Luxury of Purpose
• Widely acclaimed as Africa’s foremost ecotourism operator
• Private access to 6 million acres of Africa’s best wildlife, offering
seclusion, comfort, privacy, and space
• 40-plus luxury lodges and safaris across southern Africa
• Diverse explorations, from elephant experiences in Botswana
to getting within a few feet of a mountain gorilla in Rwanda
• Activities designed to fit your comfort zone
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE “Wow” experience on safari, including brunch

in a remote location or sleepout opportunity at select lodges
(weather permitting); room upgrade upon arrival, if available;
early check-in and late checkout, if available.
TRAVEL WITH MEANING Proud winner of the Virtuoso Best Curated
Travel Partner Award in 2018. Wilderness Safaris is driven by a
passion for nature and wildlife, and an urgent need to conserve
some of the most remote and pristine places on earth.

Travel Off the Beaten Path
• Full immersion in the culture and natural history of a destination
allows for better understanding, appreciation, and protection
of the planet
• Innovative itineraries far removed from the standard routes,
handcrafted by Zegrahm field leaders and program managers
• Each itinerary is joined by a dream team of experts
• All-inclusive exploration: Less worry means more discovery
• Outstanding guest service: Expert care from the first call to
the flight home
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE An additional $120 gear credit per person.
TRAVEL WITH MEANING Zegrahm proudly partners with and
supports community projects in the destinations it visits as well as
worldwide conservation organizations, including the Association of
Arctic Expedition Cruise Operators (AECO) and the International
Association of Antarctica Tour Operators (IAATO).
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2019
DESTINATION INDEX
Abercrombie & Kent
African Travel, Inc.
Alpine Adventures
Amankora
Anantara Golden Triangle Elephant Camp & Resort
andBeyond
Aqua Expeditions
Austin Adventures
Australis
Backroads
Big Five Tours & Expeditions
Butterfield & Robinson
Canada by Design powered by Discover Holidays
Celebrity Cruises – Galápagos
Cox & Kings
explora
Fairmont Hotels & Resorts, Canada
Fairmont Hotels & Resorts, Kenya
G Adventures
Gateway Canyons Resort
Heritage Tours
Hotel Boutique Casa Colonial Beach & Spa
Hurtigruten
Iceland Encounter
International Expeditions
Kensington Tours
LADATCO Tours
LimaTours
Lindblad Expeditions
Los Cabos Tourism Board
Metropolitan Touring
Micato Safaris
National Geographic Expeditions
Natural Habitat Adventures
Nomadic Expeditions
ProColombia
PROMPERU
Quark Expeditions
Remote Lands
Revealed America
Rico Tours
The Royal Livingstone Hotel by Anantara
Silversea Expeditions
Singita
South African Tourism
Southern World Australia, New Zealand, and Fiji
Swain Destinations
Switzerland Tourism
Ted Turner Reserves
Tourism Australia
Tourism New Zealand
Tourism Vancouver
UnCruise Adventures
Wilderness Safaris
Zegrahm Expeditions
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Please note, while every care has been taken to ensure accuracy, all descriptions and programs herein are subject to change. Virtuoso exclusive amenities and benefits are subject to alteration,
availability, and blackout dates; may be withdrawn or change without notice; and may not be combinable with other offers. All offers have additional terms and conditions and may only be
available to the first two guests per room or suite. All products may not be available in all markets. Virtuoso prepared this catalog in the USA. Currency amounts are in U.S. dollars unless otherwise
indicated. For more details and applicable restrictions, including individual supplier terms and conditions, please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor. Virtuoso assumes no responsibility for the
presentation confirmed within, including errors in pricing. The trademarks VIRTUOSO, the Globe Swirl Logo, SPECIALISTS IN THE ART OF TRAVEL, WE ORCHESTRATE DREAMS and RETURN
ON LIFE are registered trademarks of Virtuoso, Ltd. Virtuoso, Ltd. has a U.S. copyright registration for the Globe SwirlLogo, ©2000. All rights reserved. California CST# 2069091; TA# 808 –
Registered Iowa Travel Agency; Washington UBI # 601 554 183. Registration as a seller of travel does not constitute approval by the State of California. 300284 US/CAN 03/19
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Just For Fun

YOUR ADVENTURE
TRAVEL HOROSCOPE
Let these travel-themed forecasts inspire your inner explorer.

CAPRICORN
(December 22 – January 19)
As an Earth sign, you’re
grounded and practical.
Some may call your travel style a
bit rigid, but there’s nothing wrong
with that – embrace your love of a
schedule! Go big on a private tour
of Australia: Indulge in the Yarra
Valley wine region and stop in the
country’s most exciting cities.

TAURUS
(April 20 – May 20)
If it feels like friends are
always trying to plan
getaways with you, it probably has
something to do with your generous
nature. Two options: Celebrate that
and book a group spa getaway, or
do something just for you and take
a solo retreat. Either way, head to
Arizona: Sedona is a spiritual haven,
and Tucson has multiple options for
rest and relaxation.

AQUARIUS
(January 20 – February 18)
A service-focused trip
will let you flex your
humanitarian skills – you love making
a difference. Head to Ecuador for a
stay at an eco-lodge in the Amazon
rain forest – you can take jungle
field trips, meet with local farmers,
and help out on a sustainable
development project.

PISCES
(February 19 – March 20)
Pisces tend to be intuitive and artistic. Book it
to Paris and get lost on winding
cobblestoned boulevards, pick up
a book at Shakespeare & Company
and spend hours reading and people-watching on the Seine, and visit
some of the city’s art museums.

ARIES
(March 21 – April 19)
Always down for an adventure, you’re definitely
ready to get out of your comfort
zone. Go do something heart-racing
in New Zealand: Bungee jump at
the world’s first commercial operation, in Queenstown, or rent a car in
Auckland and take a road trip.

GEMINI
(May 21 – June 20)
Curiosity fuels your
wanderlust – you love
learning when you travel. You’re
also usually the first among friends
and family to explore an emerging
destination. That’ll be no different
in 2019 if you head to Bhutan, a
Buddhist kingdom known for its
monasteries, dramatic landscapes,
and incredibly friendly locals.

CANCER
(June 21 – July 22)
The water sign within you
is calling, and it’s time to
take a cruise. Bonus: The cruise industry’s trend of longer port calls lets you
embrace your spontaneous side. Hop
on a European journey and stay out
late in cities like Venice and Athens.

LEO
(July 23 – August 22)
It doesn’t matter if you’re

sightseeing or skiing –
you’ve got the energy for it. Head
to Japan: We know you’ve always
wanted to arrange a photo shoot
while the cherry blossoms are
blooming. With Tokyo about to host
the 2020 Summer Olympics, it’s an
exciting time to visit.

VIRGO
(August 23 –
September 22)
Don’t let anyone criticize
your attention to detail – you’re a
perfectionist, and your travel partners
should be thankful for that. Take the
reins on planning a villa stay in Tuscany
with friends and family this summer.

LIBRA
(September 23 –
October 22)
Everybody’s going on and
on about the joys of solo travel, but
that may leave you wondering why. You
crave balance, and we say a weekend in
Napa Valley with your partner is a fine
solution for that.

SCORPIO
(October 23 –
November 21)
Hey there, you passionate
jet-setter: It’s time to tango. Fly south
to Buenos Aires, home of the world’s
most emotive dance. Your persistence
will help you get into some of the
city’s most popular late-night spots,
such as Florería Atlántico, a secret
speakeasy hidden in the back of a
flower shop.

SAGITTARIUS
(November 22 –
December 21)
A genuine wanderer, you
make happiness your No. 1 mission when
you travel. It’s hard not to smile on a
game drive in Botswana while learning
about wildlife conservation efforts. Don’t
let your impatient side show, though:
Sometimes the best moments in the
wild require a little waiting.
– Amy Cassell
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Life is short.

AREN’T YOU GLAD YOU HAVE
A VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR?

Yosemite National Park, California

Your time matters, and you deserve the best. From weekend getaways to longer
itineraries, thank you for entrusting us with your travel dreams.

If you do not currently have a travel advisor, it’s easy to find the one
who’s right for you by using the Virtuoso advisor catalog on virtuoso.com.
virtuoso.com

The world’s finest travel agencies and advisors are Virtuoso®.

